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Abstract
This alternative model to Accelerated Expansion, is supported by correlated studies
of multiple galaxy surveys with increased velocities across their minor axis. Thus,
velocity within the same body appears to increase per distance.
Time Perspective Distortion (TPD) postulates that time is actually observed and
measured with an inherent perspective, analogous to 2D linear perspective in architecture. Time intervals appear to decrease and converge to a single event. Subsequently,
decreased time intervals appear as increased velocity. TPD rewrites accelerating expansion, alternatively, as constant expansion viewed in time perspective.
Both linear and rotational velocities, as well as universal expansion are skewed
(oblique) to an observer on Earth. Photons travelling to an observer, from remote
past events, will appear to arrive with successively decreased time intervals.
Please note: TPD does not contradict or violate time dilation, GR, nor
expansion. In TPD, corrections of skewed time intervals are first converted to
true orthogonal length: (t). Subsequently, all classical and relative physics are then
calculated using (t), instead of t
In the last chapter, I provide a vector calculation to distinguish accelerated expansion
from constant expansion with TPD.
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Where n ⊥ is true orthogonal length and np is the
skewed length, as a result of perspective.

1. INTRODUCTION

TPD can be thought of as a perspective in the time
dimension, analogous to linear perspective in architecture. Time intervals appear to decrease and converge.

2. MACROSCALE - TIME CONVERGENCE (TPD)

TPD offers the following alternate explanation for accelerated expansion:
Velocity with decreasing time intervals is equivalent to acceleration
Linear spatial interval perspective:
Imagine an observer, with a reference scale, measuring
the ties of a railroad track in perspective. See figure 1.
The scale will measure each successive tie (n) with decreasing spatial intervals, according to the inverse linear
perspective equation: ((Burton, 1945))
np =

n⊥
d

(1)

FIG. 1 2D linear perspective

TPD time interval perspective:
Now, imagine the observer with a reference clock, measuring some motion with velocity (v) across (x). See figure 2. In TPD, The clock will measure each successive

